SPEAKER/PRESENTER RELEASE AND LICENSE
Name of Speaker: ______________________________________________________________
Presentation Title/Topic: ________________________________________________________
Presentation Date: _____________________________________________________________
This form serves as an agreement between you, the above-identified Speaker, and Manchester University.
We (“Manchester”) would like to capture your presentation in audio, photography and/or video format (the
“Recording”), and we want to make certain that both you and the University have the necessary rights and
protections.
Manchester (and its agents/licensees) may use the Recording for the following Approved Purposes:
1. To stream the presentation from the University website or an affiliated social media channel and
maintain a recorded copy on these channels indefinitely.
2. To include your name and/or image in any promotions of the presentation.
3. To edit or derive clips from the master recording for use in Manchester’s institutional marketing
in any medium or format.
4. To post a copy of the recording on the University intranet for viewing by Manchester faculty,
staff and students.
5. To maintain a digital copy in the Manchester Archives.
In order to address copyright concerns and liability, we also ask that you agree to the following:
1. With the exception of any material specifically identified in Schedule A, you are the sole
author/creator and owner of the presentation content, and the presentation content does not infringe
or violate the rights of any third party.
2. You have obtained the necessary clearance or permission from the copyright owner(s) of any
materials identified in Schedule A to use the content.
3. Manchester is not responsible for any unauthorized use of the Recording by third parties.
By signing this Speaker/Presenter Release and License, you grant Manchester the right to record your
presentation and use it for the Approved Purposes worldwide and in perpetuity. Any limitations on the
Approved Purposes should be included in Schedule A. Your signature also attests to your adherence to
intellectual property and copyright laws, and releases Manchester from responsibility for any claims of
infringement or violation of these laws. This Speaker/Presenter Release and License is governed by the
laws of the State of Indiana and is a legally binding agreement.

Signed: ________________________________________
Date: __________________________________________

SCHEDULE A
Identify any limitations regarding Manchester’s use of Speaker’s Image and the Recording:
Limitation(s) on Approved Purposes

Identify and describe all materials included in the Presentation that were not authored or created
by Speaker (e.g., excerpts of literary works, photographs, and video clips):
Description of Material

Copyright owner / Source

